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NEW LIGHT ON MHD*

The Avco Research Laboratory was founded a little more than three years ago for the purpose of examining high-temperature gas problems associated with ICBM re-entry. The success of this research led to the birth of a new corporate enterprise, Avco's Research and Advanced Development Division.

The Research Laboratory, now established as a separate Avco division, has expanded to embrace all aspects of physical gas dynamics. We are currently gravid with several embryonic projects which we anticipate will likewise grow into new corporate enterprises. Our work in the physics, aerodynamics and chemistry of high-temperature gases is growing in the following areas:

**Magnetohydrodynamics**—
- Flight and industrial power-generation applications

**Space flight**—
- Manned satellites
- Electromagnetic propulsion

These developments have created a number of openings for physicists, aerodynamicists and physical chemists. If your background qualifies you to work in any of these areas, we would be pleased to hear from you.

P. S. A listing of laboratory research reports indicative of the scope and depth of our activities is available. Address your request: *Attention: Librarian, Avco Research Laboratory, 2385 Revere Beach Parkway, Everett, Massachusetts.*

*Magnetohydrodynamics*, the study of the dynamics of electrically conducting fluids interacting with magnetic fields.
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